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Have you ever wanted to play god? In GODUS, you can sculpt every inch of a beautiful world that you look down upon, where
your population of Followers will settle and multiply. As you rule over your living, breathing society, a civilization will blossom
across your land and offer you their belief. The more Followers that believe in you, the more powerful you will become. It is as
simple to play as it is spectacular to behold. Come and lead an incredible journey - this delightful, charming world is waiting for

you to make it your own.

GODUS is currently in active cross-platform development for Windows PC, Mac OS and mobile devices where the gameplay
experience will evolve and expand over time as we periodically deliver updates for the game.

GODUS is brought to you by legendary designer and inventor of the god game genre, Peter Molyneux.

Key Beta Features

You can sculpt the entire world and make it truly unique to you

Sculpt every inch of an entirely moldable world in the most delightful way. Uncover a wealth of mysteries and surprises
waiting to be unearthed beneath the landscape, and find others atop it.

Be adored and worshipped by tiny, devoted Followers. Watch them live, learn and love in a fully simulated
world

Your ever-gracious population of reactive, living Followers will need you and worship you unconditionally. You’re the
god and they’re your playthings.

Create villages and towns, grow their population and sculpt the very lands on which they live

Group your Followers together to create charming villages or thriving towns - specialize these into Building, Farming or
Mining communities.

Lead Followers from your Homeworld and set sail on Voyages of Discovery to uncharted lands

Guide your Followers as they embark on regular Voyages to new and undiscovered lands that hold great rewards.
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Nurture the growth of a civilization as it rises from the dawn of the primitive age and advances throughout the
ages of humanity

Choose various types of stickers to unlock cards that level-up your population's society, technologies and faith. Cards go
into your Timeline, which allows you to make advancements within an era and unlock new abilities.

Meet the Astari - a fun loving, party going little tribe who worship the pursuit of happiness

Your world is not empty. It’s also inhabited by the mischievous Astari, who will do everything they can to persuade your
Followers to come and join them. As a god, you must use your powers to deal with these pesky people.

Cast miracles of both beauty and destruction - choose how to show your divine power, whether that be by
growing forests or launching meteors

As development continues you will see more God Powers being added that will enhance gameplay, adding depth and
variety to the whole GODUS experience.
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Title: Godus
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
22cans
Publisher:
22cans Ltd.

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 210

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Turkish
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Game breaking bug in the main quest: if you kill the clans base before you receive the quest, the game is stuck.. Who knew that
a game about supernatural nazis interfering with this Japanese kid's daily life could be so invigorating and full of philosophical
context?

Sit your♥♥♥♥♥down, this is a long demo. I recommend for those who enjoy long pretentious prose, an awesome soundtrack,
quirky antagonists, and an thought-provoking story.. Hi,

First of all, a good start for an early access game.
here are my suggestions\/notes for future updates based on the first try of the game:

- weopon sound doesnt fit the game. I would expect having something more powerfull\/smoother relying to the weapon-sound
that shows "hey, ive got a gun! Currently it feels like a 8bit sound-compilation.
- for myself i feel like some weopons miss a reloadsound, eg sniper or the double barrel needs an additional sound when ammo
is "getting back"
- personally i dont like to drive around the trackpad to reload a weopon (it always gets annoying when the game has reached a
specific speed level)
- when the music\/sfx volume is being reduced (out of the game) and the game has been restarted, the first couple of seconds are
on a wrong volume and gets lowered afterwards.
- the weapon-menu ... well, for now i cant say whether i like or hate it :). only noticed when i had my arm reached during the
fight, choosing a weopon is not a good idea as the menue is being put a short distance off which means i need to reach my hand
further or get it back and reopen the menu. maybe you can balance it a bit.
- weopon damage needs small balance-update
- weopon aiming seems a bit broken (especially noticed within the sniper)
- to have an option to set the weopon angle would be great
- global leaderboard missing - you already said its on the run :)
- power ups would be great like (laserpointer, health recovery, autoreload, semifire and something like that)
- bots could need a smoother moving
- a radar which shows spoted enemys would be helpful especially on higher waves
- getting close to an enemys shot that puts you under slow motion feels pretty nice (like it is SpacePirateTrainer) or even reduce
the bullet-speed. its not that easy to to evade (or is it just me?)
- how about dynamite!!! (hey we are cowboys :) )
- honestly i thought to have enough space to play but this game takes a bit too much. Some kind of teleporting would be great.
Reducing the game-space could be an option as well.. My\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665was hard during the entire
gameplay start to finish. completely recommend, when I was stopping thier juices from flowing, mine were only beginning to
flow. Amazing, short, recieved on sale for 10% of the total price, which was definitely worth for the gameplay being so short,
seeing as almost every mission ends with 3 stars. Man, I must really be a good fake doctor. After playing this game, I am
definitely putting it on my resume. 10\/10 must finish with all achievements.. If you were like me and thought this game was
going to be based around meta-commentary about meaning in art (more specifically video games), it's not. It's a standard
"tragic" love story with a tongue-in-cheek title and tries to use mechanics as metaphor by explaining the metaphor so you
understand the mechanics.

You can get the same experience by reading online amateur fiction in-between playing levels in a flash game. Except it wouldn't
cost anything and you could learn something worthwhile in the process.
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if you finished the adventure without dying or you think you could finish it without dying you probably can get EXTRA AGED
BLUE CHEESE for vlad's party as well as some achievements for yourself
you have to be REALLY good at this if you want those shiny rare achievements though!. We need more punk. This is definetly
a giant milestone.. Urgh, I nearlly clicked "recommend", but only because, like me, it might be worth adding another 4p local
multiplayer game to your library if you're collecting them. But only for something a little different, not because it's particularly
good.

In the end I decided it's wierd to have a "recommend" and then actually rip it apart in the description. So I changed it to a "don't
recommend" to catch the eye of the devs in hopes they might take on the feedback.

It's main problem is it's just not obvious how to play. You all kind of randomly kill each other over and over and over again, in a
chaotic mess ove over-sized bullets that bounce off the wall and are moving too fast to react to. Half of your deaths are by
shooting yourself. Yes you can eventually get better at it but the fact that everyone's initial game is just random deaths where
you can barely make out what's happening amongst the chaos, is a testimant to how unintuitive the whole thing feels.

By comparison, I use TowerFall in game tournaments at the college I teach at, and people who've never played before quickly
become used to it and really get into it, even people who don't normally play games. It's quite obvious what you're doing - you
can jump on heads, aim and shoot, and re-collect your limited arrows. You can clearly see the cause and effect - everything is a
good size, and a good SPEED, and not cluttered at all (in spite of having 4 players on one screen) and everything important
(aiming, kills, etc.) is broadcast very very clearly.
AND YET it is still very competative, and you can get very skilled at it, and it can be classified as "twitched based gameplay"
(just as Charge Shot does). I have seen some♥♥♥♥♥♥from Towerfall, man. You can get so good at it.

With Charge Shot, we played it for a good 10 minutes and I still don't feel like I "get" it. I get that you kinda don't want to be
horizontal with anyone, and if you do pass in front, press the shield button and you'll more than likely bounce the shot they fire
at you and kill them. But everything still feels 50-50. Wins don't really feel like wins, just "oh that turned out in my favour
randomly, cool, I guess."

It does come down to the controls a lot;

The jet pack thing feels fairly frustrating, the delay before it sends you upward doesn't seem like you can use it to get out of the
way quickly, and when it does pick up speed, it's so fast you can't really use it effectively and mostly go all the way to the top.
So you kind of just float around, kinda trying not to pass in front of anyone.

The bullets are very big, very fast, and bounce off the wall, so once someone fires in your direction, you're not going to dodge it
- in fact you're likely to kill yourself from your own shot due to the bounce. That's really unintuitive, to fire a weapon which has
such a high chance of killing its owner.

On top of that, each shot has a huge amount of kickback, which added to everything else, is the icing on the cake in really taking
control away from you and feel like you're trying to remote control a toy car on a bed of marbles by pushing it around with a
stick. That's an analogy I just came up with to express the lack of control we felt we had over the characters.

Look, I'm sure the developers really love this game and are "good" at it and have fun with it, otherwise they wouldn't have put so
much polish on it. I just don't feel like it was tested on other people very much. I don't think it's a good idea to make a game that
only you can play, it needs to be acessable as well as being competative and skill based.. Is that weird that I actually liked the
game and didn't hate it?. While i would imagine it's aimed at younger gamers, i thoroughly enjoyed it! it's not too taxing, and
really great to relax with and just let your brain rest. plus, puppies! the emoticons that come with earning cards are SO cute, and
i got some PAWsome rewards for playing. there's no music which i feel is a blessing, that way you can put your own on and just
chill out while you do the jigsaws.
they obviously vary in difficulty, so perhaps if you just want to indulge your inner child you can just sit with the basic mode or
if you're a big kid like me just enjoy it for what it is. for me, it's on the same level as colouring. something to take your mind off
things while not straining your brain.

i'd recommend it for busy minds like mine :3 \u2665. Okay like a lot of people I was hesitent at first to get the Season Pass
cause at the time they had only released the Captain Marvel and The Masters of Evil packs. So i decided to wait until they
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relesed the rest of the DLC and think it over. While i was thinking it over I went back and reread my negative review of the
main game thinking will the DLC levels be done in the same hot mess as the main story or will it be taken from the characters
respective comic books? To my surprise they had done the extra levels right from the comics. The only levels that aren't from
the comics are from the TV series Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. For 10 bucks I do feel that I got my money's worth. The new
characters are a lot of fun to play as, as well as going through the new levels. Even going back through the main levels in Free
Play with the new characters is a lot more bearable then the main story itself. Yes I do still hate just the main story of the game.
I always will. But having the entire Season Pass to play around with makes up for it. So not much left to say then I fully
recommend getting the Season Pass. Its 10 bucks you wont feel like you wasted money and it is totally worth the price.The
Season Pass now comes with all DLC.. Slightly underwhelming - none of the cars exhibit the feeling that they're "alive". They
did a fantastic job on the 333SP in the original game, but these mostly feel aneasthetised and dead. 355 is an exception, but the
F40 feels like a 2CV.
. A very standard and safe HOG game that if you are a fan of the genre i am sure you will enjoy, but outsiders should probably
stay away.
Brink of Consciousness starts as a majority of HOG do with a kidnapping of a loved one from an elusive serial killer. Sounds
familar and it all plays out through the killers house of horrors. In the house you will solve puzzles, HOG and look for objects
that will help you gain access to other objects or areas. Again, pretty normal but for this particular game my intrest was in the
killer who almost is doing his best Joker impersonation, without being the joker. Inside the house of Oscar, the serial killer, he
sees himself as an artist who has kidnapped young people and then embalmed them in these large tubes as show pieces around
the house. Its sort of eerie but his explanation turns towards their betrayl of his trust and love. Sort of interesting, but cliche but
the voice work and writing are not bad and while i was hoping for a better conclusion its always more about the journey than the
end.
The puzzles and hidden objects are hit and miss and i found myself skipping a few(for the first time ever) as there are some that
the trial and error becomes time consuming and sort of frustrating. There are also a few objects in scenes which are almost
invisible and some of the multi tear hidden objects puzzles are not clearly defined. Luckily, a hint system, skip puzzle and the
complete walkthru are all attached to the toolbar for easy access.
Brink of Consciousness is just OK as it doesnt stray away from the HOG blueprint and for fans of the genre thats fine.

Positives

Good writing and voice acting for the serial killer
The scenes are all manageable and look clear
Not origianl but still fun and relaxing
Good musical score
Guide and hints attached to the toolobar

Negatives

Very safe and predictable
Puzzles are inconsitent
Some multi tear hidden objects not well defined
. Made my 7\/10 wife into a fugly 1\/10

The norse helmet with full face mask looks wonky

11\/10 adds variety to waifus

overall nice change to vanilla...(insert obligitary "why wasnt this part of old gods dlc"\/"paradox dlc policy" comment). Burn
Zombie Burn has all the complexity and fun of a free game on the internet. I played for a little over half an hour, got really
bored, and stopped. It's definitely not worth the $10 they're charging for it.
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